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On the H22A-H'2n Perturbation of the NO-Molecule

by I. Koväcs
Department of Atomic Physics, Polytechnical University, Budapest (Hungary)

(21. VI. 63)

Abstract. By taking into account the spin-orbit interaction the unusual doublet splittings
occuring in the H 22+ and H' 2II states of the NO molecule can be interpreted theoretically in a

satisfactory way. In a higher approximation theory also leads to an understanding of the local
perturbation observed at the energy where the two components 2TIc2 and 2TIdx of the H' 2II state
cross.

I. Introduction

A complete analysis of the (0,0) and (1,0) bands, lying at 1595 and 1538 Â
respectively, of the H, H' — X band system of the NO molecule has recently been

published by Huber and Miescher1). Detailed investigations have shown that the

upper states essentially are 2E+ and 2FI. They very nearly coincide and strongly
perturb each other. The result of the interaction is a large /l-splitting in the 2TI state.
The analysis showed that in the first approximation the interaction between rotation
and electron spin in the H 22+ state can be neglected, whereas in the case of the
H' 2H state the spin-orbit interaction is so small that this state almost completely
belongs to Hund's case b. Therefore, Huber and Miescher entirely omitted the
electron spin from their theoretical interpretation of the H 227+ — H' 2TI interaction.
This proved to be successful. However, they didn't comment on the finer details, such
as the nearly constant doublet splitting of about 1-3 cm-1 appearing in the 227+ state
and in one /l-component of the 2TI state (277d), and, moreover, on the weak local
perturbation occuring at small / values in two intersecting components of the 2TI

state. In the present paper a full theoretical interpretation of the experimental results
will be given.

II. The H 2S+-H' m Interaction

Several cases of 2S — 2TI perturbations have already been dealt with in detail by
the present author in earlier papers2)3). Thus it was shown that 77 states lying in a

proper distance from the £ state change only the value of the constants occuring in
the multiplet formulae of the 27 state, leaving the structure of the formula, i.e. its
dependence on the rotational quantum number unchanged. For the experimental
physicist this means that in such a case practically no perturbation is observed. If,
however, the distance of two close lying interacting states changes rapidly with
increasing rotational quantum number (i.e. when the difference of the rotational
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constants B is large), the multiplet splitting will be different from what would be

expected on the basis of the usual multiplet formulae. This has been proved by a
number of experimental examples3)4).

In the present case of the NO molecule the two interacting states H 2£+ and H' 2H
almost coincide and have equal rotational constants B. According to Huber and
Miescher's investigations, these two states are parts of a ^-complex. The
appertaining 2A state - for some reason or other - is relatively far removed, and,
consequently, its influence on the H and H' states may be disregarded to some extent. By
taking into account the spin-orbit interaction as well the terms neglected at the
separation of the wave equation, the perturbation calculation gives a determinant of
sixth order for the energies of the six components 2i^+, 277cl, 277dl (N — J — 1/2);
2£2, 2FIc2, 2FId2 fN f A-1/2). This determinant, however, splits up into the following
two determinants of third order only as a consequence of the symmetry properties of
the wave functions:

2ncl
2nd2
2?2

2nc2

2ndl
2271

Wx - W' Hxi #15

H2X W2-W' #23

#31 #32 Wa-W

\-W #45 #46

Hm Wh -W #56

#64 #65 We - W'

0, (la)

(lb)

The unperturbed energies W„ fn 1, ...6) have been calculated by Hill and
VanVleck5) for any strength of spin-orbit coupling, but neglecting the coupling
between rotation and spin. For Hund's case b one obtains:

mx: Wl-Wt-B[(j-\)(j + \)-l]
m2. w2 wì b[(J+1-)(j + ^)-i]
2*2- W^B{j + \)(j + \),

2Zi- w^b(j-\)[j + \).

:K)
c,

(X)r
+ C

(2)

fA constant of spin-orbit interaction, B rotational constant, C Wn — Ws
for / 0.)

The matrix elements H ik are given by Hill and VanVleck (formula 16):

#12 #45 A
('AWA)
AAV

(3a)
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and by KovÂcs2) (formula 29) :

j-1

"-V^r'- "-^ZyXXX)]
/ +

/+3

H"-V-^$*' h^\/aaa-\[^^(J + a)]
J-

(ri)
(3b)

#f* #tf
The constant | characterizes the spin-orbit interaction (for more detail see below),
and rj is the constant of the rotational perturbation originating from the terms
omitted at the separation of the wave equation. If the form of the matrix elements
(3a) and (3b) is kept unchanged, the exact solution of equation (la) and (lb) would be

very cumbersome, though these equations are most suitable for making numerical
calculations. We arrive, however, at a good approximation of the actual situation,
if we write

#12 #45 #13 #46 * °

thus leaving out of account all the interaction terms for which AJ 0, but AN
Az 1 fN rotational quantum number apart from spin). In this way the solution of
(la) and (lb) becomes easy, and using the number N, appropriate to Hund's case b,

instead of / we get :

277cl: W[ =C+ 2(^+1) + B [N fN +1) - 1], (4a)

2nd2. w'2\ C_B A- + & IM (JM A- i)
(4b)

- v + B N (N + 1)
2E2: W't\ 2 4N

ifr^l+^x/BivWZi)
277c2: If; =C-A^ + B[NfN+ 1) - 1], (4c)

*ndl- wa C_B A

2e, w6[r~^+-^^+BN{N+i)

±y(^+T^Hi-^^zi)
(4d)
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III. Comparison with experimental data

If the spin-orbit interaction is completely neglected, then A | 0 and the
equations (4a)-(4d) reduce to

W'„c W[=Wì=C-B+BNfN+ì), (5a)

W'na =W2=Wb Z^X + BN(N + 1) + Y(C-^-J + 8rfN(N+l), (5b)

W's =W'a=W'9= Z^X + b N (N + i) _ J/(
c 2B +8r]*N(N+i). (5c)

Thus the doublet splitting in the two /1-components of the 77 state as well as in the 2
state would vanish. This is the conception of Huber and Miescher (see Figure 1 of1)).
If, however, our intention is to interpret theoretically these doublet splittings, the
above exact formulae are just needed.

For small spin-orbit interaction one obtains from (4a-d) :

A (-4)
Av12fnc) =W[-W:= N\N+^ (6a)

A(N+\+°) ,-
Av12(nd) W5-W2= Vy(y+i/ -/21, (6b)

a(n + \-o)
Av12fl) ^Wé-W^-^J-^+^l;. (6c)

where
C-B

("A)-
T) |/8jV(jYt1)

It follows from (6b) and (6c)

AvX2(E) -AvX2(nd) A -^rrr + 21/2 C (7)

From Figure 3a of the paper of Huber and Miescher it can be seen that experimentally

for not to small values of N the sum according to (7) is found to be independent
of N. (The deperturbed dotted curve for AvX2f2IId) has to be used.) Therefore

£ —, [1-5 - (-1-1)1 0-92 cm-1.

Under certain conditions [cf. 2) p. 348, formula (40)] in a first approximation

Huber and Miescher's considerations indicate I 2, thus A 1-06 cm-1 is
determined. (C — B)j2 is known to be 4-9 cm-1.
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From equations (5b, c), assuming A •, - 0

fW'r.nd W'A2 32 r?N(N + + fC - Bf (8)

results. When this equation (8) is compared with equation (3) in I über and Miescher's

paper rj a/2 j/2 1-9 cm-1 is obtained (a 5-4 cm"1).
Thus all the constants occuring in the equations (6) are determined and the

theoretical curves for the doublet splittings A v12 are drawn in Figure 1. The circles indicate
the experimental data. It can be seen that the constant doublet splittings of nearly
opposite size (1-3 cm-1), observed for N > 1 in 2TId and 2E but not in 277c are well
interpreted by the theory. The same holds for the rise of the curves for small N
observed in 277c and 2TId, whereas in 227 in accordance with theory no rise is observed.

Av„(E
cm o o ° o

Av„(lTc)

o o

O 0<3 o 20

AvAïïA

0 o _ o o „ O o

Fig. 1

Curves AvX2 calculated according to equations (6) and experimental values (O), local perturbation
2TIc2 — 2ndx eliminated.

The behavior of the doublet splittings Av12 is even more evident, when the above
described E — TI perturbation is eliminated, that is when the values Av12 obtained
theoretically from (6a-c) are subtracted from the actual (not deperturbed)
experimental data (full lines in Figure 3a of Huber and Miescher). Then we get Figure 2.

From this it can be stated that the 2E+ state shows a small doublet splitting depending
on the rotational quantum number, which, on the basis of the formula Av12fE)

y fN + 1/2) results in the value y 0-022 cm"1.
The curves Av12 for the components of the 277 state represent the local mutual

interaction involving 277c2 and 277dl. It is treated in the following section IV.
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Fig. 2

Difference /Jv12(obs.) — <djJ12(calc.) between actual experimental and calculated doublet splittings.
2—TI perturbation eliminated.

IV. The Local H' 2nc2 - H' 2ndx Interaction

When in section II the equations (1) were solved the matrix element 7745 and 7746

in the determinant (lb) were neglected. This omission is a good approximation as long
as the respective solutions lF4(277c2) and W'bf2TIdl) do not come too near each other.
In the present example of the H' 2TI state, however, they cross (or avoid crossing).

rot

y(M)

Fig. 3

Rotational energy plotted as function of / (/+1). The dotted curves areW4 and W\ resulting from
the interaction where W^ and W'b cross eachother.
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Therefore Hib and Hie can not be zero and have to be taken into account. With the
solutions W' (equations (4)) the part marked by dotted lines of determinant (lb) can
be transformed to diagonal form and then takes the following shape :

2nci
2ndl
*EX

W't - W"
#54

HRi

#45
Wh - W"

0

#46
0 (9)

w6 W"

#; X? "45+ Ss6Hi6, JJ46 — ''6S"4S

•^56 — Z 1 W5A;2

A„

Zô "46 J

sK f
The form of 7745, Hu and HSR was given in (3a) and (3b), while AiR means the root-part
of (4d). Since H5R and /l66, because of the smallness of C, differ very little even at low
quantum numbers, it can be written in a good approximation :

°56 — •-'65 ~ ^a 5fl

Hence the transformed matrix elements are

~3~
1 +

m
Ai)y h

JA
h:

(X)./ +

(lOa)

(10b)

Near the intersection of W't and W'5 the element H'M - which is small anyhow - can be

neglected, and thus the solution for W" is:

Wl

wl
from what

| PF;'(277c2) - Whf2TIdX)

W'A-Wl
A XX*1 + I K. (H)

C-B 3 A

(X) x+xx
>A
(X)

Ï + A

AD

(12)

45 H. P. A. 36, 6 (1963)
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In Figure 4 a theoretical curve, calculated according to equation (12) is drawn,
whereas the circles stand for the experimental data of Huber and Miescher. At the
point of intersection (/ 5J/2) W'l — W\ is just equal to 2 H'i5, for which from (10a),
with the values of | and A already determined in section III, H'iS 0-87 cm"1 is

calculated. This result agrees exceedingly well with the value found experimentally
(H 0-89 cm-1 i)).

cm'

6

5

H -
0

°\
3 -

2 Y
I 2H'„

.1

5'/z

Fig. 4

WA J

W"t (2TTc2) — W\ (2IJdl) according to equation (12) and experimental values (O).

Summarizing, it can be concluded that the unusual doublet splitting, found to be

quite independent of the rotational quantum number in the H 2E+ state of the NO
molecule and also the nearly constant doublet splitting appearing in the ef-component
of the H' 277 state are the result of the fact that, taking into account the spin-orbit
interaction, a perturbation of unlike value occurs between the 2EX and 277rfl as well as

between the 2E2 and 277d2 components of the two states. Thus, the without perturbation

originally coinciding 2EX and 2272 components as well as 277dl and 277rf2 respectively,
are shifted from their original places by different amounts. The local perturbation
also, found between the 277c2 and 2IIdl components of the H' 2FI state, can be

interpreted by the spin-orbit interaction, and the theoretically computed perturbation
matrix element shows an excellent agreement with the value obtained experimentally.

The author is deeply indebted to Prof. E. Miescher for suggesting the problem
and for adapting the manuscript.
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